Infrastructure Planning M.Sc.: which institutes are involved?

Faculty members of 12 different institutes and experienced practitioners offer their knowledge to a limited number of 35 students per course session:

Faculty of Civil- and Environmental Engineering
https://www.f02.uni-stuttgart.de/index.en.html
- Institute of Construction Management (IBL)
  https://www.ibl.uni-stuttgart.de/en/
- Institute of Railway and Transportation Engineering (IEV)
  https://www.iev.uni-stuttgart.de/en/
- Institute of Spatial and Regional Planning (IREUS)
  https://www.ireus.uni-stuttgart.de/index.en.html
- Institute of Sanitary Engineering, Water Quality and Solid Waste Management (ISWA)
  https://www.iswa.uni-stuttgart.de/en/
- Institute for Road and Transportation Science (ISV)
  https://www.isv.uni-stuttgart.de/en/
- Institute for Modelling Hydraulic and Environmental Systems (IWS)
  https://www.iws.uni-stuttgart.de/en/
- Institute of Construction Materials (IWB)
  https://www.iwb.uni-stuttgart.de/en/index.html

Faculty of Architecture and Urban Planning
https://www.architektur.uni-stuttgart.de/home/
- Institute of Landscape Planning and Ecology (ILPÖ)
  https://www.ilpoe.uni-stuttgart.de/index.en.html
- Urban Design Institute (SI)
  https://www.si.uni-stuttgart.de/en/

Faculty of Aerospace Engineering and Geodesy
https://www.f06.uni-stuttgart.de/en/index.html
Institute of Engineering Geodesy (IIGS)
  https://www.iigs.uni-stuttgart.de/en/index.html
- Institute for Photogrammetry (IFP)
  http://www.ifp.uni-stuttgart.de/index.en.html

Faculty of Management, Economics and Social Sciences
https://www.wiso.uni-stuttgart.de/
- Institute for Economics and Law (IVR)